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Abstrat
We present a linear programming based algorithm for omputing a spanning tree T
of a set P of n points in IRd, suh that its rossing number is O(min(t log n, n1−1/d)),
where t the minimum rossing number of any spanning tree of P . This is the rst guar-
anteed approximation algorithm for this problem. We provide a similar approximation
algorithm for the more general settings of building a spanning tree for a set system
with bounded VC dimension.
Our approah is an alternative to the reweighting tehnique previously used in
omputing suh spanning trees.
1 Introdution
The reweighting tehnique is a powerful tool in omputer siene [AHK06℄. In Computational
Geometry, it was introdued by Chazelle and Welzl [CW89℄ who used it to ompute spanning
paths with low rossing number in set systems with bounded VC dimension. Welzl [Wel92℄
provided a tighter analysis for the ase of spanning tree of points in IRd. Matou²ek [Mat92℄
used the reweighting tehnique to provide a powerful partition theorem that proved to be very
useful in building range searhing data-strutures [AE98℄. Also, Clarkson [Cla93℄ provided
an algorithm for polytope approximation that used the reweighting tehnique. Brönnimann
and Goodrih [BG95℄ realized that Clarkson's algorithm implies a general method for solving
hitting set and set over problems in geometri settings.
Interestingly, Long [Lon01℄ had observed that set over problems in geometri settings
an be solved by using LP and taking a random sample (guided by the LP solution) that is an
ε-net (a similar observation was later made by [ERS05℄). In fat, suh paking/overing LPs
an be solved eiently via reweighting [PST91℄. Thus, one an interpret the reweighting
algorithm for solving the geometri set over problem as diretly solving the assoiated LP.
∗
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The result of Welzl [Wel92℄, mentioned above, is quite in-
triguing. It shows that for a set P of n points in the plane
(resp., in IRd) one an nd a spanning tree of the points, suh
that any line (resp., hyperplane) rosses at most O(
√
n) (resp.,
O(n1−1/d)) edges (i.e., segments) of the spanning tree. To ap-
preiate this result, onsider the point set formed by the grid√
n×√n. It is trivial in this ase to ome up with a spanning
tree with a rossing number O(
√
n)  any spanning tree of the
grid points using only edges of the grid has this property, see
gure on the right. Surprisingly, the result of Welzl [Wel92℄
implies that any point set behaves like a grid point set as far as the rossing number of the
optimal spanning tree.
In this work, we establish a onnetion between omputing spanning trees with low
rossing number and LPs (i.e., linear programs); that is, we show that spanning trees with
low rossing number an be omputed using LP rounding.
Approximate spanning tree with the lowest rossing number. Given a set system
I = (P,F) of nite VC dimension τ , we show how to ompute, in polynomial time1, a
spanning tree of P with rossing number O(t logn) (assuming t = Ω(log n)), where t is the
minimal rossing number of any spanning tree of P . This is done by reursively solving a
LP relaxation and rounding it. See Setion 2 for details.
Naturally, this algorithm also applies to the Eulidean ase. Speially, given a set P of
n points in IRd one an ompute, in polynomial time, a spanning tree T suh that every
hyperplane rosses at most O(t logn) edges of T , where t is the minimum rossing number
of any spanning tree of P .
Surprisingly, this is the rst guaranteed approximation algorithm known for this problem.
In partiular, ahieving suh an approximation is mentioned as open in the Open Problems
Projet (see http://maven.smith.edu/~orourke/TOPP/P20.html#Problem.20).
Spanning trees in IRd with O(n1−1/d) rossings. We also modify the analysis of our
algorithm (but not the algorithm itself) so that it yields worst ase bound on the rossing
number. Speially, we get a polynomial time algorithm that, for a given set P of n points
in IRd, omputes a spanning tree T of P suh that any hyperplane in IRd rosses at most
O(n1−1/d) edges of T . Our proof of the orretness of the algorithm is self ontained (exept
for a relatively easy lemma, see Lemma 3.2), and uses LP duality. We believe the new proof
provides a new insight into why suh trees exist. In partiular, Chazelle and Welzl [CW89℄
and Welzl [Wel92℄ proofs of the existene of suh spanning trees are simple but somewhat
mysterious (at least for the author, but other people might not see the mystery).
Here is a sketh of the resulting argument why suh trees exist: In the plane, it is suient
to nd spanning forest that span at least Ω(n) verties of P (in onneted omponents that
are not singletons) and has rossing number t. One an nd suh a (frational) spanning
graph by doing LP relaxation. The dual LP then asks (intuitively) to separate the given n
points into singletons by a set of lines of minimum ardinality (i.e., for any p, q ∈ P , there
exists a seleted line that rosses the segment pq). It is not hard to show that any suh set
1
We make the standard assumption that solving a LP of polynomial size takes polynomial time.
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of lines need to be of size Ω(
√
n). A somewhat more involved argument (sine we are dealing
with a frational solution of an LP that has some other onstraints) implies that the dual
LP is feasible for t =
√
n and its optimal solution is bounded from below. It follows that
the primal LP is feasible. Now , solving the primal LP and using a straightforward rounding
implies that one an ompute the required spanning graph. Applying this reursively by
seleting a vertex from eah onneted omponent, and overlaying the resulting spanning
graphs together results in a onneted graph of P with rossing number O(
√
n). See Setion 3
for details.
Interestingly, while the above algorithm works for any point set in IRd, one an do slightly
better in the planar ase, and get a deterministi rounding sheme, see Setion 3.1 for details.
Previous work. Fekete et al. [FLM08℄ suggested using LP relaxation to ompute a span-
ning tree with low rossing number. Their LP is onsiderably more elaborate than ours
(onsidering all uts), and their iterated rounding sheme seems to perform quite well in
pratie (although they are unable to provide a theoretial guarantee on the performane).
Furthermore, they prove that omputing the spanning tree with minimal rossing number is
NP-Hard.
Organization. In Setion 2 we show the O(t logn) approximation algorithm for spanning
trees with low rossing number, for the general ase of a set system with low VC dimension.
In Setion 3, we speialize this algorithm for the ase of points and hyperplanes in IRd. We
disuss our results and some related open problems in Setion 4.
2 Approximating the spanning tree with optimal rossing
number
Consider a set system I = (P,F) of nite VC dimension τ . For more details on spaes with
bounded VC dimension see [PA95℄. For our purposes, it is suient that F is a set of subsets
of P of ardinality bounded by |P |τ , and this holds for any set system indued by a subset
of P .
For two distint points p, q ∈ P , we will refer to the set {p, q} as an edge, denoted by
pq. An edge pq rosses a set S ∈ F if |{p, q} ∩ S| = 1.
The rossing number of a set of edges F of P is the maximum number of edges of F
rossed by any set of F.
Example 2.1 As a onrete example of suh a set system, onsider a set P of n points in
the plane, and let
F =
{
P ∩ h+
∣∣∣h+ is a halfplane} .
The set system I = (P,F) in this ase has VC dimension 3, and a spanning tree T of P with
rossing number t, is a spanning tree of P , drawn in the plane by straight segments, suh
that every line (i.e., the boundary of a halfplane) intersets at most t edges of T .
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Lemma 2.2 Assume there exists a spanning tree T for P with rossing number t. Then,
for any subset X ⊆ P there exists a spanning tree with rossing number at most 2t.
Proof: Convert the spanning tree T of P , with rossing number t, into a losed yle C
visiting the points of P , by doing an Euler tour of T , using eah edge of T twie. The new
yle C has rossing number 2t. Next, shortut the yle C suh that it uses only elements
of X , by replaing eah subpath πxy (that uses inner verties that are not in X) onneting
x, y ∈ X by the edge xy.
This results in a yle that visits only the verties of X and has rossing number ≤ 2t,
as suh a shortutting an only derease the number of edges rossing a set S ∈ F. Indeed,
onsider a subpath x1x2, x2x3, . . . , xm−1xm, and observe that if x1xm rosses a set S, then
one of the edges in the path must also ross this set. Thus, replaing a subpath (of a yle)
by an edge redues the rossing number of the yle.
Let E (P ) denote the set of all edges of P , and onsider the following LP (parameterized
by t).
γ(P, t) = max
∑
pq∈E(P )
ypq (1)
s.t.
∑
pq∈E(P ),|pq∩S|=1
ypq ≤ t ∀S ∈ F
∑
q∈P,q6=p
ypq ≥ 1 ∀p ∈ P (*)
ypq ≥ 0 ∀pq ∈ E (P ) .
Intuitively, this LP tries to pik as many edges as possible (i.e., ypq = 1 indiates that
we pik the edge pq), suh that (i) no set is being rossed more than t times, and (ii) every
point of P partiipates in at least one edge that is being piked.
Remark 2.3 The above LP might not be feasible, and in suh a ase γ(P, t) is not dened.
Naturally, one an modify this LP to rst ompute the minimal value t for whih it is feasible,
and then solve the original LP with this value of t.
In partiular, in this ase, we an hoose almost any arbitrary target funtion to optimize
the LP for. We had hosen this one sine the dual form is onvenient to work with, see
Setion 3.
Lemma 2.4 Consider a set system I = (P,F) with bounded VC dimension, where n =
|P |, and let t be a parameter suh that γ(P, t) is feasible. Then, one an ompute (in
polynomial time) a set of edges F , suh that E[|F |] = γ(P, t), and the number of onneted
omponents of the graph (P, F ) is (in expetation) at most (9/10)n. The rossing number of
F is O(t+ logn/ log logn) with high probability.
Proof: We solve the LP (1) and ompute γ(P, t). Next, for every pq ∈ E (P ), if ypq ≥ 1 then
we add pq to F . Otherwise, if ypq < 1 then we pik the edge pq into F with probability ypq.
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For a set S ∈ F, let XS be its rossing number in F . We have that
µ = E[XS] ≤
∑
pq∈E(P ),
|pq∩S|=1
ypq ≤ t.
For a onstant c > 0 suiently large, let δ = c + c (logn) /
(
t log
log n
t
)
, and observe that
tδ log δ = Ω(log n). As suh, by the Cherno inequality, we have that
Pr[XS > (1 + δ)t] ≤ Pr
[
XS >
(
1 +
tδ
µ
)
µ
]
≤
(
exp(tδ/µ)
(1 + tδ/µ)1+tδ/µ
)µ
= exp
(
tδ − (µ+ tδ) ln
(
1 +
tδ
µ
))
≤ exp(tδ − tδ log δ) < 1
nO(1)
.
Sine I has VC dimension τ , the number of sets one has to onsider (i.e., the size of F) is
O(nτ ) [PA95℄, whih implies, by the above, that the rossing number of F is bounded by
(1 + δ)t = O(t+ logn/ log logn), with high probability.
As for the number of onneted omponents in the graph G = (P, F ), observe that a
point p is not adjaent to any edge of F with probability
∏
q∈P,
q6=p
(1− ypq) ≤ exp
(
−
∑
q∈P,q6=p
ypq
)
≤ 1
e
,
by the inequality (*) in LP (1). Let Y be the number of points of P that are singletons in
the graph (P, F ). By the above, we have that E[Y ] ≤ n/e. As suh, the expeted number
of onneted omponents in (P, F ) is
≤ E
[
n− Y
2
+ Y
]
≤ n
2
+
n
e
≤ 9
10
n.
Theorem 2.5 Consider a set system I = (P,F) with bounded VC dimension, where n = |P |.
Let t be the minimum rossing number of any spanning tree of I. Then, one an ompute, in
polynomial time, a spanning tree T of P with a rossing number O(t logn+log2 n/ log log n).
Proof: We set P1 = P . In the ith iteration, we ompute the minimal ti for whih γ(Pi, ti)
is feasible. Next, we ompute a set of edges Fi over Pi, using Lemma 2.4. If the number
of onneted omponents of (Pi, Fi) is larger than (19/20) |Pi|, we repeat this iteration (we
have onstant probability to sueed by Markov's inequality). Next, from eah onneted
omponent of Pi, we pik one point into Pi+1. We repeat this algorithm till we remain with
a single point. This algorithm performs m = O(logn) iteration. Now, the union F = ∪iFi
forms a spanning graph of P , and we return any spanning tree T of (P, F ).
The rossing number of T is bounded by the total rossing numbers of the graphs G1 =
(P1, F1), . . . , Gm = (Pm, Fm). Now, the graph Gi has rossing number O(ti+log n/ log log n)
by Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 2.2, ti ≤ 2t, for all i. As suh, the rossing number of T is
O
(∑
i(ti + log n/ log log n)
)
= O(t logn + log2 n/ log logn).
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When P is a set of points in IRd, we will be interested in the spanning tree having the
minimal number of rossings with any hyperplane. In partiular, the above result implies
the following.
Corollary 2.6 Let P be a set of n points in IRd, and t be the minimum rossing number of
any spanning tree of P . Then, one an ompute, in polynomial time, a spanning tree T of
P with a rossing number ∆ = O(t logn + log2 n/ log logn). Speially, any hyperplane in
IRd rosses at most ∆ edges (i.e., segments) of T .
3 Spanning tree in IR
d
with low rossing number
Let P be a set of n points in the plane in general position (i.e., no three points are olinear).
Let L(P ) denote the set of all partitions of P into two non-empty sets, by a line that does
not ontain any point of P . For eah suh partition, we selet a representative line that
realizes this partition. We slightly abuse notations as refers to L(P ) as a set of these lines.
We are interested in the question of nding a spanning tree T of P suh that eah line
of L(P ) rosses at most O(
√
n) edges of T .
Denition 3.1 For a set of lines L in the plane, the rossing distane between two points
is the number of lines of L rossed by the segment formed by these two points. Formally,
for any two points p, q ∈ IR2, the rossing distane between them is dL(p, q) = x + y/2,
where x is the number of lines of L having p and q on opposite sides, and y is the number
of lines that ontain either p or q. It is easy to verify that dL(·) omplies with the triangle
inequality (as suh its a pseudo-metri).
The rossing disk of radius r entered at a point p, is the set of all verties of the
arrangement A(L) in rossing distane at most r from p. We denote this disk by DL(p, r).
We need the following lemma due to Welzl [Wel92℄.
Lemma 3.2 ([Wel92℄) Let r ≥ 0 be a parameter, L be a set of lines (of size at least
2r) in the plane, and let p be a point in the plane not ontained in any line of L. Then
|DL(p, r)| ≥
(
r+1
2
)
.
Here is the LP (1) speialized for this planar ase, and its dual LP.
γ′(P, t) = max
∑
pq∈E(P )
xpq
s.t.
∑
pq∈E(P ),
pq∩ℓ 6=∅
xpq ≤ t ∀ℓ ∈ L(P )
∑
q∈P,q6=p
xpq ≥ 1 ∀p ∈ P
xpq ≥ 0 ∀pq ∈ E (P ) .
α′(P, t) = min t
∑
ℓ∈L(P )
zℓ −
∑
p∈P
zp
s.t.
∑
ℓ∈L(P ),
ℓ∩pq6=∅
zℓ − zp − zq ≥ 1
∀pq ∈ E (P )
zℓ ≥ 0 ∀ℓ ∈ L(P )
zp ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P.
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We will next show that γ′(P,
√
n) is feasible. This would imply that one an nd spanning
graph of P with rossing number of O(
√
n) that uses a onstant fration of the verties (i.e.,
Lemma 2.4).
Lemma 3.3 The LP γ′(P, t) is feasible for t =
√
n.
Proof: Consider the dual LP above and observe that it is always feasible (for example by
setting zℓ = 1 for all ℓ ∈ L(P ) and zp = 0 for all p ∈ P ). Thus, if we show that α′(P, t) is
bounded from below (and thus is nite), then the strong duality theorem would imply that
γ′(P, t) is feasible and equal to α′(P, t).
So onsider a solution to this dual LP, where all the values are rational numbers. Let
U > 1 be the smallest integer suh that if we sale all the values in the given LP solution by
U then they are integers. In partiular, let yℓ = Uzℓ, for all ℓ ∈ L(P ), and yp = Uzp, for all
p ∈ P .
Let L be a set of lines, where we pik yℓ opies of ℓ into this set, for all ℓ ∈ L(P ).
Formally, ψ opies of the same line ℓ (put into L) will be a olletion of ψ, almost idential,
opies of the line ℓ slightly perturbed so that these ψ lines are in general position. Thus, L
is a set of N = U
∑
ℓ∈L(P ) zℓ lines in general position. Furthermore, the inequalities in the
LP implies that, for any segment pq ∈ E (P ), we have that pq rosses
dL(p, q) =
∑
ℓ∈L(P ),
ℓ∩pq6=∅
yℓ = U
∑
ℓ∈L(P ),
ℓ∩pq6=∅
zℓ ≥ U (1 + zp + zq) = U + yp + yq
lines of L.
Observe that DL(p, yp) ∩ DL(q, yq) = ∅ for any pair pq ∈ E (P ). Otherwise, there would
be a point r in the plane suh that dL(p, r) ≤ yp and dL(q, r) ≤ yq. But the triangle inequality
would imply that dL(p, q) ≤ yp + yq, whih ontradits the above.
By Lemma 3.2, for p ∈ P , the disk DL(p, r) ontains at least
(
yp+1
2
)
distint verties of
A(L). On the other hand, the total number of verties in the arrangement A(L) is
(
N
2
)
. We
onlude that
U2
2
∑
p∈P
z2
p
≤
∑
p∈P
(
yp + 1
2
)
≤
(
N
2
)
≤ U
2
2
(∑
ℓ∈L
zℓ
)2
. =⇒
∑
p∈P
z2
p
≤
(∑
ℓ∈L
zℓ
)2
.
Now, by the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality and the above, we have that
∑
p∈P
zp ≤
√
n
√∑
p∈P
z2
p
≤ √n
∑
ℓ∈L
zℓ.
As t =
√
n this implies that α′(n, t) =
√
n
∑
ℓ∈L zℓ−
∑
p∈P zp ≥ 0. The laim now follows.
Remark 3.4 The proof of Lemma 3.3 works also in higher dimensions, where we onsider
points and hyperplanes in IRd. There, one has to use Hölder's inequality instead of the
Cauhy-Shwarz inequality. Then, the LP is feasible for t = O
(
n1−1/d
)
.
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Theorem 3.5 Given a set P of n points in IRd, one an ompute (in polynomial time) a
spanning tree T of P with rossing number at most O
(
n1−1/d
)
; that is, any hyperplane in IRd
rosses at most O
(
n1−1/d
)
edges of T .
Proof: By Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.4, γ′(P, t) is feasible, for t = O
(
n1−1/d
)
. As suh, by
Lemma 2.4, we an ompute a set of edges F that engages a onstant fration of the points
of P , and it has rossing number O(t+ log n/ log log n) = O(t). Using the algorithm of The-
orem 2.5 generates a spanning tree with rossing number C(n) = O
(
n1−1/d
)
+C((19/20)n).
Namely, the resulting spanning tree has rossing number O
(
n1−1/d
)
.
Remark 3.6 (Connetion to separating/hitting and paking LPs.) It is interesting
to onsider the LP that just tries to separate all points of P from eah other. It looks similar
to our dual LP while being simpler.
sep(P ) = min
∑
ℓ∈L(P )
zℓ
s.t.
∑
ℓ∈L(P ),
ℓ∩pq6=∅
zℓ ≥ 1 ∀pq ∈ E (P )
zℓ ≥ 0 ∀ℓ ∈ L(P )
zp ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P.
Now, a similar saling argument to the one used in the proof of Lemma 3.3 implies that∑
ℓ∈L(P ) zℓ ≥
√
n/2. Namely, any frational set of lines separating n points in the plane is
of size Ω(
√
n). Naturally, this argument works also in higher dimensions, where a frational
set of hyperplanes of size Ω(n1−1/d) is required to separate a set of n points in IRd.
Observe, that sine the LP α′(γ, t) is more restritive than this LP, we onlude that for
any feasible solution to α′(γ, t) it holds that
∑
ℓ∈L(P ) zℓ ≥
√
n/2.
The dual to the above LP is the paking LP that tries to pik as many frational edges
as possible, while no line rosses edges with total value exeeding 1. While this is similar to
our primal LP γ′(P, t), it is not lear how to round it, sine we do not have the guarantee
that every point has suient number of edges attahed to it in the frational solution.
3.1 A Deterministi algorithm for the planar ase
Interestingly, at least in the planar ase,
one an do the rounding deterministially.
Lemma 3.7 Let P be a set of n points in the
plane and a parameter t, suh that γ′(P, t)
is feasible. Then, one an ompute, in poly-
nomial deterministi time, a set of edges F ,
suh that (i) the rossing number of F is
≤ 12t, and (ii) the number of onneted om-
ponents in (P, F ) is ≤ (3/4)n.
min
∑
pq∈E(P )
‖p− q‖ xpp (2)
s.t.
∑
pq∈E(P ),
pq∩ℓ 6=∅
xpq ≤ t ∀ℓ ∈ L(P )
∑
q∈P,q6=p
xpq ≥ 1 ∀p ∈ P (*)
xpq ≥ 0 ∀pq ∈ E (P ) .
Figure 1: The modied LP
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Proof: Instead of omputing ρ = γ′(P, t) we slightly modify the LP so that it nds the
shortest suh solution. The resulting modied LP is depited in Figure 1.
e
e′
f f ′
Let H be the set of all the edges pq in the solution to this LP suh that
xpq > 0. We laim that this set of edges is planar. Indeed, if two suh
segments e and e′ interset, then onsider two opposing edges f and f ′ of
the quadrant formed by the onvex hull of the endpoints of e and e′, see
gure on the right.
We have that ‖f‖ + ‖f ′‖ < ‖e‖ + ‖e′‖, whih implies that, for δ > 0 suiently small,
the solution xe = xe − δ, xe′ = xe′ − δ, xf = xf + δ, xf ′ = xf ′ + δ is feasible, as the total
value of the edges attahed to a vertex does not hange, and the rossing number of any
line does not inrease by this hange, as an be easily veried. But this implies that there
is a feasible solution with a better target value (speially, the target value goes down by
δ · (‖e‖+ ‖e′‖ − ‖f‖ − ‖f ′‖)). A ontradition.
Thus G = (P,H) is a planar graph where eah point of P has at least one edge attahed
to it. Furthermore, the average degree in a planar graph is at most 6, whih implies that at
least half of the points of P have degree at most 12 in G. But eah suh point p, must have
an edge pq attahed to it, suh that xpq ≥ 1/12, beause of (*) in the LP (2).
Thus, sale the LP solution by a fator of 12 and pik all the edges pq with 12xpq ≥ 1 into
the set F . We get a set that is adjaent to at least half of the points of P , and its rossing
number is at most 12t.
The planarity argument in the above proof of Lemma 3.7 is similar to the one used by
Fekete et al. [FLM08℄  they use it to argue that there is one heavy edge, while we use it to
argue that there are many heavy edges.
Theorem 3.8 Let P be a set of n points in the plane. One an ompute, in deterministi
polynomial time, a spanning tree T of P with a rossing number O(min(t logn,
√
n)), where
t is the minimum rossing number of any spanning tree of P .
4 Conlusions
We presented an approximation algorithm for omputing a spanning tree with low ross-
ing number. The new algorithm relies on a natural LP relaxation of the problem and a
straightforward rounding sheme.
Interestingly, our approah enables us to provide a diret proof to the existene of suh
spanning trees in IRd. This is, as far as we know, the rst algorithm for this problem that
avoids using the reweighting tehnique. Intuitively, our algorithm (together with previous
results [Lon01℄) suggests that reweighting in geometri settings an sometimes be replaed by
LP rounding. This is a signiant feature, as LPs are onsiderably more general and exible
tool than reweighting. For example, using our algorithm, we an add other onstraints to
the LP; e.g., we an insist that some ertain uts would have signiantly lower rossing
number than some other uts. In partiular, it is not lear how one an inorporate suh
onsiderations into a reweighting algorithm omputing spanning trees with low rossing
number.
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One interesting open problem, is to ompute spanning trees with relative rossing number
using the new LP approah. Here, given a point set P in IR3, one would like to ompute a
spanning tree T suh that if a halfspae h+ ontains k points of P then it boundary plane
h rosses (say) O((k log n)2/3) edges of T . Suh a result is known in the plane [AHS07℄, but
the problem is open in higher dimensions.
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